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AUGUST 2015 NEWSLETTER
JOHN’S JOTTINGS
The Society’s activities began a little earlier than usual
this year, so that we could take advantage of the presence in Perth in February of Heath Lees, one of our
favourite visitors. As usual we had an entertaining as
well as informative illustrated presentation from
Heath, on the topic of The Ups and Downs of Wagner
on Film. After sketching the various approaches that
film makers have taken to the subject of Wagner since
he was first depicted on silent film in 1913 by the German film pioneer and director Carl Froelich, Heath
gave some illuminating insights into some of the challenges and joys that he had in making his own fourpart series of DVDs entitled Wagner’s Ring: A Tale Told
in Music. He brought some copies of the set and
found some eager customers, and as well we appreciated the fact that he offered a set to be used as a door
prize.
As our regular evenings are held in the David Tunley
Lecture Theatre at UWA’s School of Music – under the
benevolent gaze of Emeritus Professor Tunley’s portrait situated just inside the entrance door – it was a
special privilege to have both David and his wife Paula
present in person on this particular occasion.
At the annual general meeting in March there was one
change in the membership of the Committee, with
Michael Murphy stepping down after eight years’
meritorious service as Treasurer. As Michael was unable to be present at the meeting, our Secretary and I
have since had the opportunity of presenting him with
a small gift in appreciation of his great service to the
Society. I am especially grateful that he has kept the
Society in the black in spite of the present President’s
predeliction for pursuing projects requiring funding
additional to that needed for maintaining our regular
operations.
We are immensely grateful that Connie Chapman volunteered to succeed Michael as Treasurer, and it is
already apparent that the Society’s funds continue to
be in very capable hands. Many thanks to both Michael and Connie for ensuring a smooth transition in
the Treasury.

Following the annual general meeting we had a very
interesting talk by Mandy Farmer, the production
manager with WA Opera, about the time she spent at
Covent Garden late last year working with the production team on the Royal Opera House’s Tristan und
Isolde. Her talk was very informative and we learnt
about many of the things that go on behind the scenes
in both large and smaller opera houses. This was followed by a screening of Wagner: A Genius in Exile, a
documentary featuring Antoine Wagner, a New York
based photographer who is also a great-grandson of
Richard. The documentary is set in Switzerland, where
the composer spent many of the most productive
years of his life, especially working on the text and
later the music of the Ring. This being a ‘Ring year’ for
the Society, the film provided an excellent prelude to a
full screening of the tretralogy, and since then we
have been gradually working our way through the recent La Scala Ring conducted by Daniel Barenboim and
featuring many of the leading Wagner singers of our
time. This seems to have been a good choice, judging
from the positive comments made by a number of our
members.
At the June evening, prior to the screening of the third
act of Die Walküre, Dr Sally Kester gave an illuminating
talk on Wotan and his daughters – ten of whom appear in that act. Poor Wotan did not come out in a
very good light in Sally’s account of his attitudes and
actions. In August Sally will again present a talk which
will introduce the third act of Siegfried.
I recently returned from a most enjoyable European
sojourn which included two Ring cycles (in Dessau and
Vienna), the annual Congress of the International Association of Wagner Societies (also known as the Verband, to use the first word of the German title), and
the celebration of Wagner’s 202nd birthday in his
home city of Leipzig. Elsewhere in this newsletter I
share some thoughts about both the Congress and my
stay in Leipzig. Mi Kyung Lee and Colin Binns, were
also in Dessau for its second Ring cycle, and they have
provided a comprehensive account of that production
and some other highlights of their European trip. I am
hoping that a report on the Vienna Ring will appear in
our next newsletter.
John Meyer
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT TO THE 2015 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Although 2014 was a somewhat ‘quieter’ year for the Society following the bicentenary celebrations in 2013,
a full schedule of activities was maintained with a number of special events.
Following the annual general meeting at the March evening, an opportunity was provided for a number of
members to give their reflections on the Melbourne Ring. This included a presentation by John Pax, a UWA
music student to whom tickets had been provided to attend the third cycle. Sarah Guilmartin gave a report
on her attendance at the Lisa Gasteen National Opera School as the winner of the Society’s Wagner
Bicentenary scholarship, followed by a short performance in which she was accompanied by David Wickham.
The evening concluded with the screening of an abridged version of Wagner’s first completed opera, Die
Feen, in a production from Vienna.
Peter Bassett came in April for a fascinating presentation on The use of Buddhist and Hindu concepts in
Wagner’s stage works, along with his own personal reaction to some of the visual elements of the
Melbourne Ring production.
A special highlight was the visit in August by Asher Fisch, who in conversation with Annie Patrick provided a
fascinating insight into his career as a pianist and conductor, and especially his experiences with the works
of Wagner. As an unexpected bonus, he and his partner Stefanie Irányi performed two of Wagner’s songs
composed in Paris in the late 1830s as well as one of the Wesendonck Lieder.
In addition to the 1992 Berlin production of Parsifal, the other works screened during 2014 were the
somewhat controversial recent Bayreuth production of Lohengrin, and Tannhäuser in the 2008 production
from Baden-Baden. There was a departure from the Society’s normal practice of showing a Ring in every
alternate year, but this will be rectified in 2015 with the screening of the recent production from La Scala
under the musical direction of Daniel Barenboim.
For a second year the Society awarded a scholarship for a young singer to attend the Lisa Gasteen National
Opera School, and the winner was Fleuranne Brockway, a senior voice student at UWA. The Queensland
Wagner Society were most helpful in arranging accommodation for Fleur while she was in Brisbane.
The Society’s Bayreuth Scholar for 2011, Michael Grebla, was awarded the UWA Convocation’s annual
Bryant Stokes Matilda Award for Cultural Excellence by a student. The Society supported his nomination and
the President represented it at the ceremony during which Michael was presented with the award.
Due to the fact that the Society no longer had a web page as a sub-set of the NSW Wagner Society’s website,
Dave Robartson of Red Kinetic Pty Ltd was commissioned to design and maintain a new independent
website. Whilst still in embryonic form, it is now online at www.wagnerwa.org.au Suggestions for any
additions or improvements to the site are very welcome.
Thanks were expressed to Committee members for their hard work during the past year. Allison Fyfe has
proved a valuable new committee member who volunteered to organise our suppers, maintaining the
excellent standard which members have come to expect. A special tribute was paid to Michael Murphy,
who worked most efficiently behind the scenes as Treasurer to ensure that the Society continues to remain
solvent! Michael is standing down after eight years in the position, and Connie Chapman was welcomed to
the position of Treasurer for 2015.
Thanks were also expressed to UWA’s School of Music for continuing to provide the venue and its facilities
for our evenings.
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FLEUR BROCKWAY REPORTS ON THE LISA GASTEEN
NATIONAL OPERA SCHOOL 2014
The Society awarded a scholarship to Fleuranne
Brockway to attend the Lisa Gasteen National Opera
School in Brisbane in late 2014. Fleur is currently
completing her vocal studies in the School of Music
at the University of Western Australia and is a
member of WA Opera’s chorus. As well as her
varied singing commitments, she is also doing a law
degree, and in her spare time is one of Australia’s
leading ladies croquet players as well as a member
of Rotary. Having been awarded the Janet Holmes a
Court Scholarship, she is returning to this year’s
School. Here is Fleur’s report on LGNOS 2014 which
she presented at a recent Society evening before
singing to us, with Caroline Badnall at the piano.

lifts with me on the floor and John Fisher getting us
to sing with our hands in our mouths to
demonstrate vowel placement, my mind was
opened to all these new ways of viewing singing,
expression and technique.
After the wake up call of the first week, time started
to speed up. If anything it felt like I couldn’t get
enough from these coaches. Luckily enough they
also held lectures and masterclasses so we could get
an outside perspective on how their approaches
worked. Richard Hetherington from Covent Garden
showed us how to draw vocal colour and character
just from the accompaniment. John Fisher and
Sharolyn Kimmorley hammered the text. If you get
the text and poetry right then the singing simply
flows from it. Giovanni Reggioli talked about the
freedom of the singer in the bel canto repertoire
and that risks are all a part of performing.

When they say this is an intensive summer school,
they mean it - it was intense. We had at least two to
five coaching sessions and rehearsals a day with
Sunday being our only rest day. For the first time
the school was being held for four weeks instead of
three. To be honest, I felt the first week would
never end. They basically stripped everything right
back, and then slowly rebuilt us over the following
three weeks. From languages, to performance
psychology, and even walking in heels, it was all
about polishing and perfecting everything that it
means to be a professional singer and that’s even
before we started singing.

On top of this we had intensive sessions on
Alexander Technique which had everyone in the
second week “remembering their head”, as Greg
Holdaway put it. As singers it is easy for us to
harbour tensions in our bodies. Greg helped us
approach how to keep our bodies freely moving and
releasing those tensions, how to avoid getting
locked and most importantly how to breathe
properly and walk silently in heels. Since attending
this school the average size of the heels I sing in has
definitely decreased. I haven’t quite managed to
walk as silently as Greg does in heels, but I like to
think it has improved.

First day we hit the ground running - after meeting
all these other wonderful singers and repetiteurs at
the welcome function we then performed our gala
pieces for each other and got to hear all the talent
in that room. What really surprised me was how
supportive the environment was. No big egos, just
people with shared ambition and aspirations who
wanted everyone to succeed. We then had
intensive sessions with a performance psychologist
who talked about the science behind approaching
the stress of performing, the importance of positive
thinking, and the benefits of mental practise.

My highlights for the time there were definitely the
Liederabend and the Gala Concert. For the
Liederabend, Philip Mayers organised an intimate
evening of song based on the theme of war with
him MCing witty banter through the night. War
between countries and Relationships at war. The
theatre was set up with round tables and the
concert accompanied by a war themed dinner of
stew and Anzac biscuits. We each sang several
songs and duets. Lieder in such an intimate setting
just adds a different dimension to the experience. I
have never been in a concert like this before. It felt
so intimate and I felt much more connected to the
music than in a standard recital setting, and it would
be wonderful to see concerts like this in Perth.

After this weekend of positive thinking and
performance psychology we started the coaching
sessions. It was tough. My brain felt like a saturated
sponge after the third session. Each person had so
many opinions and ideas about that they wanted us
to do - it was a lot to take in. Having never been in a
situation like this before I had no idea what to
expect. Somewhere between Lisa Gasteen doing leg
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Throughout the weeks of coaching we also worked
with Stuart Maunder who directed our Gala Concert
scenes. The Gala Concert ranged from Le Cinesi by
Gluck to Wagner’s Rhinemaidens. It was held again
in the ABC rehearsal studio, which has a great
acoustic; unfortunately it also has wooden floors
which really do pick up heavy heels - so we had the
chance to put Greg’s teaching into practice.
Thankfully the concert went off without a hitch and
afterwards we had a nice two days off before more
coaching sessions.

to go but my time at this School has made me more
determined than ever. I just want to thank you all
again for your support in helping me attend this
incredible School. It was one of the hardest but most
rewarding experiences in my life and I can’t thank
you enough for making it possible. This year I have
tried to take on as much as I can and on my second
audition was awarded a full scholarship to this year’s
School. Hopefully I can sing for you all again and let
you know how it goes the second time around!

I tried to write down everything I learnt from this
experience but to be honest I am still learning. I keep
listening to the recordings of my sessions and rereading notes and I always seem to find something
new from them each time. I have made so many new
friends from this experience and many important
contacts for when I travel interstate. The best thing I
think I learnt from this School was how much I still
have to learn! Working on technique is just the tip of
the iceberg. The poetry in other languages, how to
stand, what kind of heels to wear, how to hold
yourself in an audition, even how to approach
learning music.
Fleur Brockway (extreme right) sings Carmen at the Lisa
Gasteen National Opera School Gala Concert

I could have never have had an experience like this
anywhere else in Australia. I know I have a long way

ANOTHER NOTEWORTHY ROLE FOR NILSSON
The legendary Swedish soprano Birgit Nilsson –
who will forever be remembered as the Brünnhilde
in the famous Solti recordings of The Ring for
Decca, as well as more locally for singing at the
opening concert in the Sydney Opera House – has
been accorded a further posthumous distinction.
She is being featured on one of the newly designed
banknotes issued by Sweden’s central bank.
Nilsson’s portrait is on the 500 kronor notes, along
with a miniature of her in a scene from Wieland
Wagner’s production of Die Walküre. The former
Secretary General of the United Nations, Dag
Hammarskjöld, will be depicted on the top note,
the 1000 kronor, while film and stage director
Ingmar Bergman will be on the 200 kronor note, and actress Greta Garbo on the 100 kronor.
It has been said that Nilsson who had a keen sense of humour would have appreciated the fact that she is now
worth five Garbos! But somebody else commented that perhaps it also indicates how much more it costs to go
to the opera house than it does to go to the cinema.
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OUR THIRD RING: WAGNER MEETS THE BAUHAUS AND NINTENDO
DESSAU, JUNE 2015
supper for about same as we paid in Paris. We booked
the Radisson Blu Hotel opposite the theatre for the
week. Dessau is known for the Bauhaus movement
(there is an excellent museum), the birthplace of Kurt
Weill and Junkers aircraft industries, which aside from
their warplanes was the origin of Lufthansa. It is also
close to Wittenberg, the home of Luther and the
Reformation and a town that is well worth visiting.

Mi Kyung Lee, Colin Binns
We are fortunate to have been to the Ring cycles in
San Francisco, Paris and now in Dessau. While the
brilliant music and the libretto has remained the same,
the presentations have been very different. In San
Francisco the Memorial Opera House opens onto the
Civic Square. Götterdämmerung was scheduled to
begin at 3.00pm on a Sunday afternoon, about the
same time as the annual Gay Pride March was due to
end at the same location. It was an interesting
interaction between 100,000 gay priders dressed as
only San Franciscans can and 2,000 opera lovers in
evening dress and tuxedos. The stage at San Francisco
was steeply inclined and at times the singers appeared
to have difficulty keeping their balance. The music
was of course wonderful.

The Anhaltisches Theatre seats about the same as His
Majesty’s although its architecture is much less
interesting. It was opened in 1938 in the presence of
Hitler and Goebels, partly destroyed in 1944 and
rebuilt in the early 1950s. Dessau still has many
buildings in post WWII East German style and the
bland rebuilt theatre fits that style. The orchestra pit
was large enough to accommodate the 80+ players
and the stage was enormous. The stage was very
advanced and incredibly flexible with small and large
sections being able to rise or fall or rotate. The wings
and the rear of the stage were large enough for whole
stage settings to move off silently. Above the stage
was a large circular track from which video screens
could be hung to complete a 360o circle. Throughout
the production the large circular screens were
constantly moving and video images were projected
on these screens, additional flat screens and just about
every surface on stage. There were usually about 10
video projectors in operation at any one time, all
brilliantly coordinated. One problem with all of the
screens and the huge stage was the lack of any
surfaces to reflect the singers’ voices. Frequently the
singers would move to the front side of the stage
where the angled proscenium gave them at least some
assistance. We have been to number or German
opera houses and those we have been to in the East
(Dessau, Dresden, Leipzig) have acoustics that are
much inferior in the West (Frankfurt, Hamburg,

The Ring at the Paris Bastille was totally different. The
singing was even better than in San Francisco. The
French stage looked like a temporary stand for
spectators at a sporting event made from scaffolding.
In Die Walküre a platoon of soldiers came onto the
stage and those that died were carried off by the
Valkyries. What was different about the French
production was that the soldiers were naked and the
Valkyries spent some time washing down their bodies
before they were carried off to Valhalla.
And now we are in Dessau. We had never heard of
Dessau, but the time that we could travel to Europe
was limited by our holidays. The only Ring cycle we
could get to was in Dessau and so we had to find it on
the map and make our booking. The Internet booking
site had only a limited number of seats showing even
ten months before the performance and so we (Mi)
rang the manager. After a pleasant chat he sold us a
package of second row seats that included drinks and

The Bauhaus Museum

The Anhaltisches Theatre Dessau from our hotel window
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Hannover, Kassel). In Kassel the opera house was the
same size as Dessau but was opened in the 1960s and
has superb acoustics. In Hannover the opera house has
an old exterior, like Dessau, but the remodelled
interior produces superb acoustics.

video game called, not surprisingly, “Sword” with
constantly changing scores and bits of computer
programs flashing all over the stage. The sword
(Nothung) was finally forged on a CAD/CAM system.
We missed the traditional clang of the hammer on
anvil. Fafner as the dragon was not particularly scary
and looked like a lost video game character wearing
giant clogs. But he did sing well.

The musical director in Dessau was Antony Hermus
from Holland. The singers were from many different
European countries and as would be expected in a
regional company,
the quality varied from excellent to ‘also ran’. The
Siegfried (Jürgen Müller) had previously sung in Die
Meistersinger in Sydney. The Anhaltisches
Philharmonic was excellent and in a small theatre
could be very loud, just as Wagner intended.
Das Rheingold and the first act of Die Walküre were in
monochrome, all of the singers in white and the stage
mainly white with a little black. It was only when we
visited the Bauhaus museum that the inspiration for
the design became very obvious. The dwarfs were a
classroom of school children sitting at their desks, but
smiling and not looking at all oppressed. For the
second act of the Die Walküre the singers appeared in
coloured clothing creating a dramatic change in mood.

It all came to a dramatic end in Götterdämmerung.
Once again the amazing machinery of the stage came
into use with a stage full of the opera chorus rising
from below and Valhalla dropping from the skies and
at various times the whole just sliding off into the
wings. But no amount of video projection will
duplicate the real flames of the San Francisco Ring. In
the Dessau version of the opera the acting style of the
singers became even more exaggerated as the Ring
moved forward, with jerky walking and constant hand
movements that looked like an unusual type of
Parkinsonism. Discussing this during the interval,
some of the British opera tour group explained that
the exaggerated style of acting had its origins in the
Bauhaus period in the 1920s. So now we know where
Monty Python copied their ‘walk’ from. The end of
Götterdämmerung also marked the end of the music
director’s six year contract. He will be returning to the
Netherlands and I expect we will hear a lot more about
him in the future.

The hospitality of Sieglinde drew on the local origins of
Lufthansa. She served airline meals to Siegmund and
Hunding from her Lufthansa food trolley. Neither was
impressed with what was offered. At the end of Act 3
Wotan carried Brünnhilde off the stage to reappear
near the rock where she is encircled by (virtual) fire.
Jordanka Derilova, originally from Sofia, is quite petite,
but has the voice required to make an excellent
Brünnhilde.

Of our three Rings, Dessau really stands out. For a
small regional theatre seating only 1,000 to stage such
impressive performances was amazing. But then they
first staged a Ring cycle in 1892 and this was the sixth
cycle in the past three years. They are not advertising
any future performances, certainly not in 2016, but
would really be worth coming to in the future. For us
we will probably try a different Ring as they all inspire
in different ways. A couple of suggestions if coming to
a European Ring: book well ahead on the Internet
directly with the theatre (or ring them), the drinks/
meal packages for the intervals were good value (in
Paris and Dessau), and of course a RailPass is the best
way to travel.

Siegfried brought the Nintendo part of the design to
the fore. Mime and Siegfried rose up from below the
stage sitting in lounge chairs with game controls and
keyboards. The kitchen they were portrayed in was
littered with McDonald’s wrappings, Coca-Cola bottles
and pizza boxes (in a local touch from Dessau, they
were from Joey’s pizzas located about 100 metres
from the theatre and had a small kangaroo on the
front). Mime and Siegfried furiously battled via a

Note the circular video screens in the background

The Dragon defends his(virtual) gold.
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The Song Bird taking a bow together with the musical
director and whole orchestra.

Wotan with his spear

Karl Marx looks on from the park

Almost Placido
Our flight from Australia landed in Hamburg and after
24 hours rest we had our first opera, Simon Boccanegra.
The Internet is a great source of information and we
had noted that Placido Domingo was singing as a
baritone and Simone Young was conducting.
Unfortunately Placido was a “no show” as his sister was
seriously ill and he stayed in the USA. However we had
chanced upon Simone Young’s final performance with
the Hamburg Opera. After a wonderful performance
there were many speeches and presentations. The
statistics in German were a little too rapid for our
limited language skills, but we gather she has conducted
more than 500 opera performances during her time in
Hamburg. So much for European summers – it is the
longest day of the year and in Hamburg it is 17degrees!

An Interlude in Munich
Coming to Europe buying a first class rail pass gives a lot
of flexibility. Do you feel like lunch in Berlin? – just get
on the train. We had ten travel days in our three weeks
and used them well. Early on our first Saturday morning,
after the previous nights Siegfried we headed for
Munich, a six hour trip to the southern part of Germany.
We had tickets for the Anna Netrebko/Jonas Kaufman
“Summer Nights” concert in the Königsplatz. We were
worried about the weather as the forecast showed a
90% chance of thunderstorms and rain and we could see
our 200 euro investment wasted. We wore our plastic
ponchos, but the rain did not come. We enjoyed the
concert immensely, but having done it once we would
probably watch it on TV next time. Königsplatz is flanked
by classic museum buildings and there was hardly any
traffic noise. Even after recent events, security for the
15,000 attending was minimal and bags were not
inspected. After five hours sleep it was back on the
5.58am train to Dessau in time for Gotterdammerung.

The operas we went to in Germany were the Ring cycle,
Simon Boccanegra, Die Fledermaus, Eugene Onegin, Die
Mond (The Moon) by Carl Orff, Tosca and A Night in
Venice. German theatre often attempts to shock its
audience. In Die Fledermaus the role of Prince Orlovsky
is usually sung by a mezo-soprano. In the Hannover
Fledermaus, in the final act Prince Orlovsky was
revealed in all of his/her glory to the astonishment of
the audience. Opera in Germany is wonderful and with
the high level of government subsidy is certainly more
reasonably priced than in Australia

The Netrebko/Kaufman concert can be seen on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMlRGQ2hdOk
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THE MELBOURNE RING RETURNS IN 2016
Opera Australia’s largest and most amibitious production returns to Melbourne in 2016, three years after The
Ring was first seen in the State Theatre, Arts Centre Melbourne. Directed by Neil Armfield and conducted by
Pietari Inkinen, there will again be three cycles between 21 November and 16 December 2016.
The dates are as follows:
Cycle 1
Monday 21, Wednesday 23, Friday 25 and Monday 28 November.
Cycle 2
Wednesday 30 November, Friday 2, Monday 5, Wednesday 7 December.
Cycle 3
Friday 9, Monday 12, Wednesday 14, Friday 16 December.
American soprano Lise Lindstrom, who has sung Senta, Venus, Elisabeth and Brünnhilde along with such
dramatic roles as Salome, Elektra, Tosca and Turandot, will sing her first full Ring cycle as Brünnhilde.
American bass-baritone Greer Grimsley will be Wotan/Wanderer, a role he has performed before along with
those of Höllander, Telramund, Kurwenal and Amfortas. Stefan Vinke returns as Siegfried, as do Daniel Sumegi
(Fasolt and Hagen), Jacqueline Dark (Fricka), Jud Arthur (Fafner and Hunding) and Warwick Fyfe (Alberich).
Making their role debuts are Cheryl Barker as Sieglinde and Bradley Daley as Siegmund.
There are four price categories:
Premium $2,150
A Reserve $1,900

B Reserve $1,400

C Reserve

$1,100

The priority booking period opens on 1 October 2015 for Ring Leaders, 13 October for Opera Australia Patrons,
20 October 2015 Opera Australia subscribers, and 29 October for the rest of us.
For full information see Opera Australia’s website: https://opera.org.au/melbourne/ring-cycle
Ticket and accommodation packages are available through Renaissance Tours and include pre-performance
talks by Heath Lees and a one-day “A Day with the Ring” hosted by Peter Bassett.
See http://renaissancetours.com.au/tours/opera/2016-melbourne-ring-cycle-4/

THE AMERICAN RING REACHES WASHINGTON
Francesco Zambello’s so-called “American” Ring, which has been seen in San Francisco in recent years, is set to
be premiered at the Kennedy Center Opera House in Washington, D.C., in three cycles between 30 April and 22
May 2016. A co-production between Washington and San Francisco, Das Rheingold was mounted in
Washington in 2006 and Die Walküre in 2007. Financial challenges were surmounted to permit Siegfried to be
staged in 2009, but Gőtterdämmerung’s staging was cancelled, as was the intended presentation of the entire
cycle. It was left to San Francisco to stage the complete cycle in 2011.
According to a review in the Washington Post, this production is “… much more than an overlay of American
imagery on a 19th-century spectacle of gods, dwarfs, men and magic talismans. It is now one of the best Ring
cycles in more than a quarter of a century”.
The conductor will be Washington National Opera’s music director Philippe Auguin, while Nina Stemme – who
appeared as Brünnhilde in San Francisco – will sing that role in the third cycle and Catherine Foster will make
her US debut in the first two. Daniel Brenna will be Siegfried and Wotan/Wanderer will be sung by Alan Held.
Renaissance Tours are offering a tour from 9 to 16 or 16 to 23 May which will be led by Peter Bassett. Besides
a category one ticket to the performances, the tour includes opportunities to see the sights of Washington as
well as an optional pre-tour stop in Seattle for a perfomance of The Flying Dutchman. For further details see
http://renaissancetours.com.au/tours/opera/wagners-ring-in-washington/
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THE INTERNATIONAL RICHARD WAGNER CONGRESS 2015
The Congress is held each year in a different European
city by the Richard-Wagner-Verband International (the
International Association of Wagner Societies), and for
2015 the location selected was Dessau in the eastern part
of Germany. Unlike larger centres such as Berlin,
Dresden and Leipzig, which have made significant
advances over the past 25 years, Dessau – being
somewhat smaller and off the tourist trail – still retains
some traces of the Communist era. It does, however,
have a significant Wagnerian history, to the extent that it
has actually been referred to as “the Bayreuth of the
north”. The Dessau Opera has a long tradition of
performing Wagner, while the orchestra contributed a
number of players to the first Bayreuth Festival –
including the principal horn who became the first to play
Siegfried’s famous horn call. We were reminded of this
fact several times during the course of the Congress,
which was timed to coincide with the performance of the
Ring cycle between 13 and 17 May (so just one free
night, between Siegfried and Götterdämmerung).

it was resolved. The most interesting paper was given by
a medical professional who spoke about Wagner from
the medical viewpoint, addressing the many maladies
from which he suffered during the course of his lifetime.
This included his migraines which were said to have
occurred while he was composing the first act of
Siegfried, and which are reflected especially in some of
the music that he wrote for Mime – as became clearer in
the theatre that evening.
The annual meeting of the Verband is only open to
representatives from member societies, and because we
do not currently have membership, I was not able to
attend. However, the Presidents of the NSW and
Victorian Wagner Societies (Jane Mathews and Shirley
Breese) were there and were able to report on the
outcome of the meeting. This was an important meeting
because the Verband, which has been particularly
German-centric in recent years, had become quite
disfunctional over the past year with severe rifts within
the governing board, known as the Praesidium. It is
hoped that this will be overcome with the election of a
new President, Horst Eggers, who is from Bayreuth and is
said to have a good relationship with the Festival
management. Because each member society is allowed
only one representative, and it is not always possible for
somebody from a distant country like Australia to attend
the meeting, proxy voting had previously been allowed.
There was a threat to do away with this concession, but
fortunately that was averted. It was interesting that one
of the speeches at the opening of the Congress was given
by Eva Wagner-Pasquier, the co-director of the Bayreuth
Festival, who drew considerable applause with her
statement that it is important for the Verband and the
Festival to find new ways of working together. Since
then, there has been considerable controversy
surrounding Eva’s position at Bayreuth, from which she
was due to retire anyway at the end of this year’s
Festival. So it remains to be seen whether those new
ways will come about.

The official opening of the Congress took place in the
Marienkirche and consisted of a series of speeches
interspersed between musical items, mostly performed
by students from the Kurt Weill Music School. I admit I
could not see a specific connection between the items
and Wagner, although it can be granted that two cabaretstyle songs by Kurt Weill paid homage to one of the city’s
most notable sons as Weill was born there (his father was
the cantor in the synagogue). They were well sung by
Rita Kapfhammer, who was also Fricka and Waltraute in
the Ring and seemed to obviously be a local favourite.
On the day of the Siegfried performance I went along to a
series of lectures on Wagner that were all given by
German speakers, but it was possible to listen through
headphones to simultaneous translations in either
English or French. The English translations were
excellent, but a technical hitch with the French delayed
the session after lunch and even then I am not sure that

THE LEIPZIG RING IN 2016
Richard Wagner’s birthplace Leipzig will present one Ring cycle next year on four consecutive days (5-8 May). It would be
very rare for any opera house to present the whole of the Ring over four evenings which, however, is as Wagner first
conceived it. Not surprisingly the principal parts of Wotan, Brünnhilde and Siegfried will be shared between different
singers. There will be a second cycle between 28 June and 3 July, which follows the more conventional pattern of Die
Walküre on the day after Das Rheingold, then one day’s break before Siegfried and another before Gőtterdämmerung.
The Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, one of the great orchestras of the world, will be in the pit, conducted by Oper
Leipzig’s Intendant and General Music Director Ulf Schirmer.
This will be the Oper Leipzig’s first complete Ring in several decades. Tickets may be purchased online or by telephone
and www.oper-leipzig.de/en/service has instructions. Das Rheingold tickets for 5 May 2016 are online at www.operleipzig.de/en/programm/das-rheingold/57130 and you can move to the other dates on the calendar at the top to
purchase tickets for the other operas.
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THE LEIPZIG WAGNER FESTIVAL
After a few days in Dresden following the Congress, I travelled to Leipzig for part of the local Festival that is held each year
around the time of Wagner’s birthday. In addition to Parsifal in the excellent production that I had seen in 2013, and
Siegfried which is the latest instalment of the Ring that will be completed in 2016, I enjoyed a rare opportunity of seeing
Wagner’s early comedy, Das Liebesverbot. This was a really enjoyable experience, not so much in terms of musical worth
or a foreshadowing of the later and greater Wagner, but because it was given a really scintillating and humorous
production. The circus-like overture, which is sometimes played separately and has Rossini as its obvious inspiration, sets
the tone for the riotous first scene, and after that I felt that it could very well have been Wagner creating a spoof on opera
buffa – which of course he was not trying to do – and anticipating Offenbach and Gilbert and Sullivan. On the other hand,
the second scene - which is set in a convent - uses the Dresden Amen and does give a foretaste of both Tannhäuser and
Parsifal, although in this production that was overshadowed by the comic element. I was glad to have seen this if only for
the fact that I have now experienced all thirteen of Wagner’s operas in live performance.
In Siegfried there were excellent performances from John Lundgren (Wanderer) and Christian Franz (Siegfried), while
Irene Théorin was a late replacement for Elisabet Strid as Brünnhilde but was possibly not quite in her best form.
Another highlight of my stay in Leipzig was a Wagner birthday concert organised by the local Wagner Society and held in a
deconsecrated suburban church, the Philippuskirche, which is being developed into a venue for concerts and other
community activities. The concert consisted of two rarities, the first being the Symphony in C which has not had a good
press recently in certain quarters! Composed when Wagner was only nineteen, it is obviously an apprentice piece and is
heavily influenced by Beethoven, and to a certain extent Weber, but it was interesting to hear it live because it does have
some redeeming features. The second work was probably more compelling, however. It was a short oratorio, Das
Liebesmahl der Apostel, about the events of Pentecost, which Wagner composed in 1843 for a song festival in Dresden. It
was first performed there in the Frauenkirche, which as it happened I had visited that same morning before taking the
train to Leipzig. It was Frauenkirche with its extensive galleries that provided Wagner with the idea of using three
different choirs both antiphonally and together, as well as a group of twelve basses to represent the apostles. The choir is
all-male and they sing unaccompanied for about twenty minutes before the orchestra enters, at the point where the Holy
Spirit descends on the apostles, and the organ also contributes to some very loud climaxes.
The President of the Leipzig Wagner Society, Thomas Krakow, had talked me into buying a VIP ticket for this concert – VIP
meaning you pay extra! But that did include a reception at the Klinger villa, a boat tour along a canal through some of the
reconstructed eastern suburbs (with Thomas as an informative guide), and refreshments during the interval and after the
concert. Shirley Breese from Melbourne and I seemed to be the only English speakers among the VIP guests, but we were
given special treatment even to the extent of finding that the shuttle service back to our hotel consisted of Thomas giving
us a further guided tour in his car. The next day was the actual birthday of Wagner, and the Society organised a coffee and
cake afternoon in the square outside their headquarters - which appropriately looks out over Wagnerplatz and is just a
few metres away from the spot where Wagner was born. Once again Thomas made sure that an “Australian” table was
set up for his special guests. It was a fine sunny day, although coolish - unlike the day for Wagner’s 200th birthday in 2013
when it was wet and gloomy all day.

Celebrating Wagner’s 202nd birthday in
Leipzig

Publicity for the Wagner Festival, opposite
St Thomas Church in Leipzig
A memorial marking the grave of
Wagner’s father, recently erected by
the Leipzig Wagner Society
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OBITUARIES
OLEG BRYJAK AND MARIA RADNER
Among the 150 people who died in the Germanwings A320 plane crash in March were singers Oleg Bryjak and Maria
Radner. Both were returning home after performing in a season of Siegfried at Barcelona’s Gran Teatre del Liceu
when their plane was allegedly deliberately flown into the French Alps by co-pilot Andreas Lubitz.
Bass-baritone Oleg Bryjak was born in Kazakhstan to Ukrainian parents in 1960. He made his
mark in Russia, notably at the Mariinsky Theatre in what was then Leningrad, during the
closing years of the Soviet Union. He made his Western debut in Karlsruhe in 1991, joining
Düsseldorf’s Deutsche Oper am Rhein five years later, though he was also a regular guest in
Paris, Stuttgart, Zürich, Berlin and Vienna. He was primarily a Wagnerian and had become
closely associated with the role of Alberich, having made his London debut in Das Rheingold at
the BBC Proms in 2004 with the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment under Simon Rattle,
the first time the work had been heard on period instruments in London. The performance was
also heard in Baden-Baden and recorded for television. According to Tim Ashley, his was “a
formidable achievement, sung with a beautiful bronzed tone and an immaculate sense of line, shot through with
malign humour and just the right sense of empathy to draw his listeners with him into the dark corners of Alberich’s
psyche”.
Contralto Maria Radner, who had been singing the role of Erda in Barcelona, was born in
Düsseldorf and was also primarily associated with Wagner, though she was initially made her
mark as an interpreter of Baroque music. Her career as a Wagnerian was launched in 2009 when
Simon Rattle cast her as the First Norn and Flosshilde in Götterdämmerung at the Aix-enProvence Festival, roles she repeated in Salzburg the following year. She first sang Erda in 2010,
a role which, along with the First Norn, became something of calling card, and with which she
made her Covent Garden debut in the Royal Opera’s 2012 Ring cycles, conducted by Antonio
Pappano. Again according to Tim Ashley, she was “notable for the beauty of her voice – a true
contralto, rich and deep – and for her remarkable nobility of utterance”. She died along with her husband and baby.
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2015/mar/25/germanwings-crash-opera-world-tribute-maria-radner-and-olegbryjak

JON VICKERS
Canadian opera singer Jon Vickers, nicknamed "God's tenor" for his inimitable voice and strong
Christian beliefs, died in July at the age of 88 after a struggle with Alzheimer's disease. Born in
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, in 1926, Vickers sang as a child in church choirs and aspired to
study medicine before winning a scholarship to the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto.
Vickers made his Royal Opera debut in 1957. A year later, he performed at Germany's
Bayreuth Festival, going on to become one of the world's leading Wagner performers,
acclaimed for roles including Siegmund in Die Walküre. From 1960, he was a regular at New
York's Metropolitan Opera, where his signature roles included Benjamin Britten's Peter Grimes.
Vickers stood out among dramatic tenors for the intensity of his performances and his richly powerful voice,
described by critic John Ardoin as "holding a hundred colours and inflections”. Vickers once said that "Art is a
wrestling with the meaning of life", and his religious faith informed his artistic choices. Despite his association with
Wagner's works, he found the German composer morally objectionable. In 1977, Vickers pulled out of a production
of Tannhäuser, saying he considered it anti-Christian.
For three decades Vickers performed around the world, collecting devoted fans, numerous honorary degrees,
companionship in the Order of Canada and two Grammy Awards. He retired in 1988. His family's statement said he
was "a man of the land who was the most at home on his farm, surrounded by nature and his family”. His wife,
Henrietta, died in 1991. He is survived by a sister, five children, eleven grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
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JOHN WEGNER RETIRES
Those of us who were in Hamburg for the Wagner Wahn in May 2013 suspected that something was amiss with John Wegner, who was singing Alberich in Das Rheingold – a role he
portrayed to great acclaim in the Adelaide Ring of 2004. When it came to Siegfried he
mimed the part while his understudy sang from the side of the stage, while in Götterdämmerung the replacement took over the part completely. John was scheduled to sing Alberich in
the Melbourne Ring at the end of 2013 and although he took part in rehearsals, as well as
covering the role of Wotan, he eventually was forced to withdraw with Warwick Fyfe taking
his place. Since then he has announced his retirement and it has been revealed that he is
suffering from Parkinson’s Disease.
John Wegner had a career of more than thirty years as a fine operatic baritone singer who
was particualrly noted for his Wagner and Strauss roles. Born in West Germany, he grew up
in Australia and graduated from the Victorian College of the Arts. From 1981 to 1992 he was
resident principal artist with Opera Australia before moving to Germany, where he worked first at the Badisches
Staatstheater, Karlsruhe, before moving in 2000 to the Deutsches Oper am Rhein in Düsseldorf. He sang five roles
over six seasons between 1997 and 2006 at Bayreuth – Donner (Das Rheingold), Biterolf (Tannhäuser), Telramund
(Lohengrin), Kurwenaal (Tristan und Isolde) and Klingsor (Parsifal).
In Australia John was Wotan/Wanderer in the first Adelaide Ring in 1998, for which he received one of his four Helpmann Awards. For Opera Australia he also performed in recent years in such roles as Claggart (Billy Budd), Boris
(Lady Macbeth of Mtensk), Scarpia (Tosca) and Jokanaan (Salome).

LIVE IN HD—TANNHÄUSER
The Metropolitan Opera’s tenth anniversary season of High Definition movie-theatre transmissions for the
2015-2016 season will include Wagner’s TANNHÄUSER.
James Levine will conduct Wagner’s early masterpiece in its first return to the Met stage in more than a
decade. In this Otto Schenk production today’s leading Wagnerian tenor Johan Botha takes on the daunting
title role, opposite soprano Eva-Maria Westbroek as Elisabeth, adding another Wagner heroine to her Met
repertoire after her acclaimed Sieglinde in the Ring a few seasons ago. On the heels of his recent triumph
in Parsifal, baritone Peter Mattei sings Wolfram, and mezzo-soprano Michelle DeYoung is the love goddess,
Venus.
Both Luna Leederville and Luna on SX will be screening it on Saturday December 4 and Sunday December 5.

……..and finally
WASO’s Masters Series Concert ASHER FISCH CONDUCTS TCHAIKOVSKY which is being performed at 7.30 pm
on Friday 4 September and Saturday 5 September at the Perth Concert Hall will include Wagner’s Lohengrin,
Act 1 Prelude.
It is also being performed as part of the Morning Symphony Series on Thursday 3 September at 11 am.
Tickets are available from WASO
Online - http://www.waso.com.au/tickets/boxoffice/single_tickets
In Person - WASO Box Office, 445 Hay Street Perth, Monday to Friday, 9.00am to 5.00pm
Phone - 08 9326 0000, Monday to Friday, 9.00am to 5.00pm
The Richard Wagner Society of Western Australia Inc
http://www.wagnerwa.org.au/
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